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Location of FileMaker Files

Where to Put and Find Data Files
on FileMaker Server
ABSTRACT

This paper is an introduction (or memory refresh) for users of Claris FileMaker Server. Since the
system works perfectly on its own most of the time, there may come up situations where direct
access is needed to the data files.
When access is needed after a failure or crash, the operator needs to know where to look for what
files. The intention of this paper is to give the necessary orientation both for default and custom
setup scenarios on either Windows Server or MacOS. The information here applies only to the
Claris FileMaker Server product, not to the FileMaker Cloud service!

A Look at the Default Installation

When FileMaker Server is installed ‚on premise‘ – which mean you install the software on your
own machine, the server expects files in specific places.
On both MacOS and Windows Systems, FileMaker Server installs as a service in a single directory
with lots of subdirectories (folders). [see Fig. 1 and 2 in Appendix]
By default FileMaker Server expects the files to host in two locations:
(A)
(B)

…/FileMaker Server/Data/Databases/
…/FileMaker Server/Data/Secure/

The ‚Databases’ directory (folder) may contain subfolders; files one level deep will be found and
hosted. The (B) directory (folder) is the default location for encrypted files (EAR, Encryption at
Rest, turned on by developer). These file paths lead to the default locations where the server
attempts to store files that are uploaded from the client software.
If the option to ‚Upload a file to Host…‘ is
chosen, and all other criteria are met, the
server will suggest the directory (A) for
unencrypted files and (B) for encrypted files.
From the location switcher in the header of
the upcoming dialog, a diﬀerent location
can be chosen, if they are defined.
Here the click to change the storage

location brings up a dialog with both the default locations
and an additional location that was defined when the server
was installed.
It is important to note that no information is given or needed
about the physical location of the directories (folders) on the
server machine. The client – and its operator – do not need
to provide that physical location in order to upload a file.
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It is in directory (folder) (A) that FileMaker Server places its ‚Sample.fmp12‘ file for testing the
installation and setup.
While this default behaviour works and is suﬃcient for very low load and testing, it is not the best
solution for a performant and robust production environment.

Why is that not the best solution?

This setup consists of only one volume that hosts and stores all data needed to operate the
system: the system files for the operating system, the system files for additional services like
Webserver or Network integration, Installer programs for the installation of additional services and
programs, the program files (code for execution) and necessary operational data, and, in our case,
the most valuable assets, the database files with the original business data, the backup of those
files, and the operational files at runtime (database cache, session files etc.).
It is obvious that this makes for a heavy load for the operational disk drive and it costs both disk
space and performance. All database operations in FileMaker Server are carried out on the
temporary files in its working environment. Data is shuﬄed back and forth between these
temporary files and the originals, store in directories (A) or (B) respectively. Performance of the
FileMaker Server is directly dependent on fast operation of this main drive and the space
available.
This one volume setup is also a security risk in case anything happens to the server machine
itself.

Alternate Setup for a more Reliable System

In order to both enable the best possible resource usage and operational security, we suggest to
install the server slightly diﬀerent.
FileMaker Data and FileMaker Backup both got their own volume attached to the machine. As a
symbolic representation it looks like shown in the following picture.
All of the elements (in yellow box) work as one system but ideally operate independently. In case
'myserver.mydomain.tld' is the given name of a (virtual) machine,
represented by the blue box. FileMaker Server will be installed
with that name and a suitable SSL certificate.

Main System

Integrated
System_Volume

Operating system (Windows
Server or MacOS)
and FileMaker Server

These can be external drives
or virtual volumes; for best
performance use a fast drive
for Data!

Attached
Volume_Data

FileMaker Data Files
on second volume

Attached
Volume _Bak

FileMaker Backup Files
on third volume

of an emergency, the Volume_Data and Volume_Backup exist apart from the System_Volume and
the operational server. If the server goes down or is not operating as expected, it can be detached
and replaced with a new drive and installation without touching the precious data files or
backups. A great enhancement is the Startup Restauration feature built into FileMaker Server 18.
Startup Restauration is invoked every time the FileMaker Server starts. It checks for any file not
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correctly closed and the associating protocols. The procedure ensures that after a crash only
complete transactions will be in the data files. Any uncommitted or incomplete data will be
ignored.
Currently (as of Version 18.0.4 of Server) Startup Restauration is only possible if Progressive
Backups are enabled. By the same mechanism a new more forgiving page locking algorithm is
enabled in the database engine that allows for multithreaded operations on that file. This might
outbalance the small performance overhead necessary for the processes.
A setup with user defined storage space for data and backup must be configured in the FileMaker
Server Admin console (see screen picture.)

In the Admin Console go to „Configuration“ and select „Folders“ from the list on the left. Then you
can define Additional Database Folders and also specify Backup Folders in the right hand panel.
The picture shows an additional Database Folder folder defined according to above description
for alternate setup. Here the server runs on a Windows operating system and D: is the drive letter
for Volume_Data. That volume (drive) holds one directory (folder) in its top level, FMS_DATA. It is
that directory (folder) where FileMaker Server looks for additional data files.
Keep in mind, the default directories (A) and (B) are always active; files stored in that place will be
opened!

Where are the Backups then?

In a default setup as shown in the beginning, these files and directories (folders) are all stored in
(C)

…/FileMaker Server/Data/Backups/

The picture further shows a user defined path to the Backup Folder. Since the server runs on a
Windows operating system, drive letters designate volumes. Volume_Backup is a separate
storage unit attached to the system as drive E: That volume (drive) holds one directory (folder) in
its top level, FMS_BACKUP. It is that directory (folder) where FileMaker Server puts all automated
or scheduled backup folders.1

Compare pictures in the Appendix for the location of the relative paths on Windows (FIG. 2) or
MacOS (FIG. 1). In the definition of backup schedules the destination path can be completely redefined for each schedule. It is important to makes notes at setup for the emergency!
1
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The structure inside the Backups directory varies from installation to installation. As a rule of
thumb all automated and ‚Preserved‘ backups are stored here. One folder per backup instance,
labeled with the schedule name, followed by date and time when the backup process started.
Each backup folder contains at least a folder named ‚Databases‘ (on MacOS)
or ,<Name_of_Data_Folder>’ (on Windows). Then follow the copies of the Data Files of type
FMP12. If any of the files has a field definition for an externally stored container, there will be
another folder named ‚RC_Data_FMS‘ with the externally stored data (see more details in the
example in the next section.)

Locate a Life Data File

That all said, we now can decide where the files with all the important data can be found on a
FileMaker Server. And oﬀ course, they should never be touched while opened by FM Server!
The process is straight forward, on MacOS is the tool is the Finder, on Windows the File Browser
is used. Since the Server Administrator is not necessarily a FileMaker expert, the next section
guides through the system just from an operators view.

Locations on Windows

On the remote desktop, select the File Browser icon to open a window that shows volumes,
directories (folders) and files stored on the machine and its attached devices.

File access is through the Windows File Browser. The view of ‚This PC‘ should look like the one
one shown in the picture. Here shown, the D: volume is intended to hold the original FileMaker
files. Any file of type ‚*.fmp12’ in that directory (folder) or one level down will be hosted by
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FileMaker Server, if the alternate path to that directory is defined in the Admin Console for that
server. Other locations are in (A) or (B) defined in the explanation of the default installation.

Locations on MacOS

On the server open a Finder window and locate ‚FileMaker Server’ in the library folder of the
startup volume (picture on previous page). By default, data files will be stored in Data (cf. (A) and
(B).)
In the same location, irrespective of the underlying operating system, you might find a directory
(folder) named ‚RC_Data_FMS‘. That directory (folder) holds the life data from Container fields that
are defined to use external storage. It is important to keep the file and the data from container
fields in that relative relation!
Example
Assume a file called ‚BildTest_thisFile.fmp12‘ is stored in the main directory (folder):

The directory for the Remote Container Storage might then look like this:

Locate a Backup Data File

Basically the same structure as for the life files is found in the Backup section.
Taken from the above example, where a separate drive or volume was specified for Backup, the
home directory of E:/FMS_Backup/ might look like in the picture. It shows the directories for the
automatic backup of the last days, with the contents of 10.
March 2020 selected. Each ‚FMS_Data‘ directory then holds a
copy of the files and folders as of midnight on that day.
It is important to remember that only data files that changed
will be copied, unchanged files may be stored as so called
hard links, pointers to the latest version of the file. Whenever
access to a backup is needed, the whole structure must be
copied (not moved) to the desired location in order to
guarantee data consistency!
As a best practice it is recommended to always copy a whole
backup folder to a working directory. Only then select the files
from the copy that are needed. Special attention has to be paid to the data in the RC_Data_FMS
folders. It is important to preserve the exact relative position of any file in that structure!
A working copy of the backup from the example would thus be a folder containing the
BildTest_ThisFile.fmp12 file itself and a subfolder RC_Data_FMS containing the folder
BildTest_ThisFile and all its contents.
In a MacOS Finder a structure like in the next picture
should be created.
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Appendix

FIG. 1 - A TYPICAL INSTALLATION ON MACOS

FIG. 2 - A TYPICAL INSTALLATION ON WINDOWS

About this paper
NORSULT is a long time Claris Platinum Partner in Finland and Germany. We have been working with
FileMaker since its beginnings and have certified developers for all versions.
In trainings and customer instruction meetings we heard the question for an easy guide to the file storage
on FileMaker Server many times. Dr. Volker Krambrich, Senior developer and principal of NORSULT wrote
this paper and edited it on customer feedback. It is made available at no cost to anyone who wants to store
the information for fast access to the data, even in cases of emergency.
Information is collected carefully but no guarantee can be given. You can always contact the author at
v.krambrich{@}norsult.com for individual support or feedback.
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